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Abstract:

The strength of social ties has an impact on how information is transferred and processed in a social network.
Many studies have used social media data to evaluate tie strength. However, many of these studies were done
at a time when social media data could be accessed legally without using the social media platform API. In
the past few years, there have been significant changes in the data access policies of these platforms, which
has led to a considerable reduction in the possibilities of using social media data for tie strength evaluation.
The paper aims to study the impact of the data access policy changes of major social media platforms on the
existing social media based tie strength models. The findings of this study show that the existing social media
based tie strength models can no longer be utilized in their current form. Our study suggests that there is either
a need to modify the existing social media based tie strength models or to develop new social media based tie
strength models that reflect the recent changes in the data access policies.

1

INTRODUCTION

The concept of strong and weak ties was introduced
by Granovetter in his seminal study The Strength of
Weak Ties (Granovetter, 1973). Personal social ties
and networks have been demonstrated as quintessential in the effective information and knowledge transfer. Strong and weak social ties have been studied in many contexts, including knowledge and information management, as well as organization science In more detail, weak ties have been found to be
of great importance in encouraging information exchange and avoiding redundancy, while strong ties
have been found more likely to facilitate to tacit
knowledge transfer. (Gupta et al., 2016) In addition, knowledge workers across different work domains have been found to utilize weak ties to improve
their work efficiency in different manners such as locating new useful knowledge (Zhang et al., 2017).
Various models and algorithms to evaluate the tie
strength has been developed during the years to detect
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weak and strong ties from a variety of data sources.
Over the decades, the concept of tie strength has been
used to study various social phenomena, such as innovation and creativity, knowledge transfer, information
diffusion, and content sharing (Gupta et al., 2016).
At the same time, the tie strength measurement has
been extended from its original use at an interpersonal
level to a group-level, organizational level, and interorganizational level, as well (see (Zhang et al., 2017)).
In the recent decade, the maturation of various social media platforms has provided new avenues for information and knowledge transfer. New models and
approaches for detecting social ties and for the evaluation of tie strength has been created, which make use
of various types of social media data. In such studies, social media has been found as very prominent
in tie detection, and tie strength evaluation and many
tie strength evaluation models have been coined for
the tie strength( e.g., Gilbert and Karahalios (2009);
Jones et al. (2013)). During the last few years, there
have been significant changes in the data access policies of major social media platforms, such as Twitter and Facebook (Hogan, 2018). These changes are
due to various reasons, including changes in platform
companies’ business models, changes in data regulations such as the EU-originated GDPR, as well as the
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public exposure of unethical conduct related to the use
of social media users’ data. The aforementioned has
undoubtedly impacted the usefulness of social media
data in the evaluation of tie strength. Most of the previous studies and the predictors related to social media datamade use of private data, which is no longer
legally accessible from major social media platforms
(Gupta et al., 2016).
Moreover, while many of the most cited social
media-based tie strength models were created before
many significant data access changes had taken place,
this has presumably affected the usefulness and accuracy of the models, the models’ tie strength dimensions, as well as the usefulness of individual tie
strength predictors. There is no study that explored
the impact of data access changes on the tie strength
evaluation, and this paper aims to shed light on the
impact of data access changes on the tie strength evaluation. The following is our research question.
RQ: “How the data access changes of major social media platforms impacted the utility of existing
social media tie strength evaluation models?”
This study is not only relevant for the overall
purposes of tie strength but also for the development of better social recommendation systems based
on strong and weak ties (see Huhtamäki and Olsson
(2018)). The structure of the paper is as follows. In
sections 2 and 3, we first introduce the concept of tie
strength, then social media based tie strength models.
Then in section 4, we explain the methodology of the
paper and section 5 will present our findings. Finally,
in section 6, we will discuss the conclusions and future work.

2

CONCEPT OF TIE STRENGTH

The concept of tie strength was originally introduced
by Mark Granovetter (1973) in his seminal study “The
Strength of Weak Ties”. According to him tie strength
can be defined as ”a (probably linear) combination of
the amount of time, the emotional intensity, the intimacy (mutual confiding), and the reciprocal services
which characterize the tie” (Granovetter, 1973). In
the original definition provided by Granovetter, the tie
strength evaluation was used to understand the different interpersonal relationships. In other words, the
concept of tie strength provided the degree of closeness between two individuals (Gupta et al., 2016).
However, Granovetter left the more precise definition
of tie strength to future work.
In general, strong ties are people whom you trust
and whose social circles tightly overlap with your social circle. In the personal context, the strong tie is the
188

people with whom you have a long relationship history, interact regularly and share different life experiences, such as family members. In the professional
context, strong ties might be people with whom you
work in a project or in the same group, exchange frequent information about work tasks and ask for personal advice. Strong ties provide emotional support
and are more stable and easy to rely upon. In the professional context, as well, people rely on their strong
ties for protection and comfort in situations of uncertainty. (Granovetter, 1973; Gupta et al., 2016)
On the other hand, weak ties are acquaintances or
unfamiliar individuals. Weak ties have been found to
provide access to novel information and to help in the
diffusion of new ideas, helping to provide also new
knowledge for individuals and organizations (Gilbert
and Karahalios, 2009; Granovetter, 1973).
Over the past decade, the rise and popularity of
social media have given rise to new ways to detect,
establish, and manage ties online. The collective process of production, consumption, and diffusion of information on social media are starting to reveal a significant portion of human social life. (Gupta et al.,
2016) Thus, the availability and access to social media have led to many new research opportunities in
the area of tie strength related research. This has resulted in many studies that use social media data to
identify different kinds of online ties by trying to predict the tie strength of these online relationships. In
this paper, we refer to tie strength calculated using
social media data as Social Tie Strength. However,
there has been a gradual shift in terms of how these
social media platforms share and provide access to
their data for different purposes, including research.
Hence, there is a need to understand how these data
access policy changes of the social media platforms
can impact the tie strength models.

3

INFLUENCE OF API ON
SOCIAL TIE STRENGTH

3.1 Social Tie Strength Models
In this section, a brief description of the major social
tie strength evaluation/calculation is provided. First,
we will describe the kind of social media platform, the
kind of social media data that was used by the model,
and then how the social media data for these studies
were collected. These social tie strength models were
shortlisted based on the criteria defined in section 4.
and based on that criteria, a total of four different social tie strength models are described below.
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3.1.1

Model by Gilbert and Karahalios

The first social tie strength model was developed
by Gilbert and Karahalios (2009). This was the first
model that tried to use social media data to predict
tie strength between social media users. According to
the definition of tie strength provided by Granovetter,
tie strength has different dimensions that can be operationalized using different measures and predictors.
In this paper, these different measures and predictors
of tie strength were operationalized using the different functionalities/features that were available on the
social media platform, especially for Facebook. A total of 74 Facebook variables were used as predictors
to measure the social tie strength. The different dimensions of tie strength (written in capital letters) and
some of the predictors (written in small letters) used
in this model are also shown in Fig. 1. This model
used the explicit relationship data of Facebook friends
and other explicit Facebook friendship related data
of experimental study participants to calculate the tie
strength. The social media data for this study was collected by crawling the Facebook page and profile data
of the study participant. In this study, the final developed social tie strength model was a linear combination of the predictive variables, the pairwise interaction of the predictive variables and the network structure where the network structure was based on the explicit Facebook friendship data that was crawled from
Facebook. This model was later transformed and applied to tie strength calculation using Twitter data.
Many of the Facebook predictors, which were used
in the previous model, were substituted with similar
predictors from Twitter data. However, this Twitter
data based tie strength model did not have predictors
from all the different tie strength dimensions (Gilbert,
2012).

the goal of detecting strong and weak ties. In practice,
this model was able to perform the binary task of predicting whether or not a relationship was strong. The
model was based on using Facebook data, which was
divided into four different kinds of graphs: friendship
graph, wall graph, picture graph, and group graph.
From these graphs, a total of 50 different features
were constructed and used for classification of the relationship as being strong or not. This model also
used explicit relationship data related to Facebook
friends. A publicly available social media dataset Purdue Facebook network was used to carry out this
study. However, this data is no longer available due to
the change in Facebook terms of service.
3.1.3

Xiang et al. (2010) developed an unsupervised learning model for social tie strength to infer relationship
strength based on profile similarity and interaction activity. The model was based on the principle of homophily i.e., people tend to form relationships with
similar kinds of people. Hence, the model assumed
that the stronger the tie, the higher the similarity. The
model tried to model the tie strength as the hidden
cause of user profile similarities and user interactions.
The model used social media data, which was divided
into four kinds of graphs: friendship graph, top-friend
graph, wall graph, and picture graph. These graphs
were used to evaluate the tie strength between the social media users of this study. This model also used
the explicit relation data, which was Facebook friends
in case of the Facebook dataset and the Linkedin network data in case of the Linkedin dataset. This study
used two different social media datasets. The first
dataset was a proprietary dataset from Linkedin.com.
The second dataset was a public dataset from the
Purdue Facebook network. However, this data is no
longer available due to the change in Facebook terms
of service.
3.1.4

Figure 1: Tie strength dimensions and predictors used in tie
strength model by Gilbert and Karahalios (2009).

3.1.2

Model by Kahanda and Neville

Kahanda and Neville (2009) developed a supervised
learning model for social tie strength calculation with

Model by Xiang et al.

Model by Jones et al.

Jones et al. (2013) developed a logistic regression
based-social tie strength model, which could determine how real-world tie strength can be inferred from
easily measurable online behavior and demographics
using Facebook. The created model was successful
in differentiating between the closest friend from notclosest friends in real world relationships. Logistic
regression provides the probability based on the provided data features, which in this case was to give
the probability about whether two Facebook users of
the study were close friends in the real-world. The
model was based on only one feature, which was the
189
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sum of all the interactions between the users known
as summed interaction. This model also used some
private Facebook data of the study participant like the
pokes, messages. The social media data for this study
was collected using the Facebook Id of the study participants. The study did not specify whether the data
was crawled directly or using graph API.
3.1.5

Recent Social Tie Strength Models

In recent years, more social tie strength models have
been developed. Many of these models are also
listed in the paper by Liberatore and Quijano-Sanchez
(2017). However, other than the above mentioned
four social tie strength models, all the other social
tie strength models are based on the minor modification of the earlier existing social tie strength models. For example, the social tie strength model by
Quijano-Sánchez et al. (2014) and social tie strength
model by Fogues et al. (2018) are based on the minor
modification of the original social tie strength model
by Gilbert and Karahalios (2009). Thus based on
the existing literature related to the social tie strength
model, the above mentioned four social tie strength
models are the current state of the art. These four
social tie strength models can be considered as representative of all the existing different social tie strength
models.
From the description of the different social tie
strength model, it can be observed that social tie
strength models by Gilbert and Karahalios (2009);
Kahanda and Neville (2009) and Xiang et al. (2010)
used explicit social media relationship data in order to develop their social tie strength model. Also,
the models by Gilbert and Karahalios (2009) and by
Jones et al. (2013) used the private social media data
of the study participants. Both the explicit relationship data and private user data are no longer accessible from social media. Thus, we want to understand
how the changes in social media data access have
impacted the utility of the current social tie strength
models.

3.2

Impact of APIs on Data Access

The growth of the data on the internet in general and
social media, in particular, resulted in the development of certain methods and standardization which
could be used to access the data from these social
media platforms resulting in the creation of application program interface commonly referred to as API.
API became the de facto means by which data could
be sent between devices and could be accessed from
these platforms. The second most important aspect
190

along with the API was the aspect of authentication, i.e., the authentication that servers use to identify clients (i.e., third parties that work on behalf
of users) and provide personalized access based on
which client is requesting what data. (Burgess and
Puschmann, 2014; Hogan, 2018) The combination of
API and authentication, resulted in the creation of
a specific kind of API known as authenticated API.
These authenticated API could now be used as a technological gatekeeper to the data stored on the social
media platforms (Hogan, 2018).
The initial introduction of authenticated API was
done to handle the data integrity and data access in a
more technically efficient manner by the social media
platforms. However, with the growth and proliferation of these social media platforms, these platforms
became a significant and vast source of user data. The
concept of big data and its commercial value was no
longer a buzzword anymore, and the social media was
now actually one of the primary examples of how big
data could be used for commercial gains. Social media data became one of the most critical areas of the
rapidly growing data market. The companies that directly collect and profit from social media data such
as social media platforms like Facebook and Twitter and also third-party sellers of social media data
like Gnip and Datasift attracted massive valuations.
The business models of these companies moved towards providing privileged access to the social media data, and the resulting valuable insights which
could be gained from this user-generated social media
data. (Burgess and Puschmann, 2014) Researchers,
analysts, and consultants suggested that advanced statistical techniques could not only be used to analyze
social media data but also make predictions using social media data for multiple use cases in very different
fields. Thus, social media platforms could now use
their role as the social media data provider in order to
drive their business models.
The social media data was now the most valuable
asset of these social media platforms and their control of how and who could access this data was essential to their business model. The change in the business model of social media platforms has resulted in
the change in the policy of the social media platforms
from the initial era of Web 2.0 where the user had the
power to a more media-centric business model relying firstly on advertising and corporate partnerships
and, secondly on reselling the data produced collectively by the platform’s millions of users (Burgess
and Bruns, 2012). This shift has been realized practically in the architecture of the platform using the social media platform authenticated API and associated
policies, affecting the ability of third-party develop-
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Table 1: The major changes in the data access policy of Facebook and its impact on the tie strength related research.
Major changes to
Facebook data access policy

When Overall impact to data access

Introduction
of
Open Graph API
v1.0

2010

Introduction
of
Open Graph API
v2.0

2014

Introduction
of
Open Graph API
3.0

2018

• Systematic way to directly access data
from Facebook.
• Every data item was assigned a unique id.
• Any Facebook app could access all user’s
Facebook friends and their friend of friend.
• An app could only access user’s friends if
those friends also authorize the app.
• Facebook replaced the like button with
reactions button.
• Access to data from open Facebook group
and Facebook pages severely restricted.
• No unique id for same user on different
Facebook groups and pages.
• Individual approval for every app giving
more control to Facebook.

ers, users, and researchers to access, exploit or innovate upon the social media data of these social media
platform (Burgess and Puschmann, 2014). Hence, it
is essential to take into account this crucial factor of
data access and its impact on the social media related
research in general and specifically towards the social tie strength related research. The current study
looks specifically into how the changes in the data access policy of the social media platforms (specifically
Twitter and Facebook) have impacted the previous research related to social tie strength.

4

Impact on Tie strength calculation

METHODOLOGY

In this section, how this research was carried out as
explained. This research was carried out pragmatically in the following three different phases. In the
first phase, the identification and tracking of the significant data access policy changes were done mainly
by analyzing the API changelogs of Facebook and
Twitter. In the second phase, the major social tie
strength models were identified using particular selection criteria from the webofscience database. In
the final phase, the data access policy changes identified in phase one were used to study the impact of
these changes on the utility and applicability of the
major social tie strength models identified in phase
two. This process is also illustrated in Fig 2.
The first phase consisted of identifying and tracking the significant changes in terms of the data access
policy of social media platforms that have taken place
since the rise of social media platforms. During this
phase, we decided to focus on the two most significant social media platforms, which were Facebook
and Twitter. Another important reason for selecting

• Enabled systematic collection of large
scale tie strength related data including
explicit relationship data (Facebook
friends) using the unique id.
• Tie strength related data like explicit
relationship data and other personal user
data no longer accessible.
• Tie strength calculation using public
data (open Facebook groups and pages)
not possible due to restricted data access.
• Severely limit the collection of tie
strength predictor related data about
user due to lack of unique user id.

Figure 2: Different phases in conducting this study.

these two social media platforms was the fact that
these are the most studied platforms in social media
research. In order to track and identify the major API
changes of these two social media platforms, the API
changelogs of Facebook and the API changelogs of
Twitter were accessed and analyzed. Along with the
API changelogs of the social media platforms, academic articles related to the changes in the API in social media platforms were also searched on the webofscience database, which provided some relevant
results (e.g., Burgess and Puschmann (2014); Burgess
and Bruns (2012)). The API changelogs of the social media platforms and the relevant academic articles were used in identifying the major data access
policy-related changes.
In the second phase, the major social tie strength
models were identified. The tie strength models
were shortlisted based on a particular selection criterion. These criterion were that: the tie strength
model should be based on the original definition of tie
strength (hence studies like De Meo et al. (2014) were
excluded as this study changed the basic definition of
tie strength); the tie strength model should have an independent mathematical formulation; should use only
social media data for tie strength calculation(e.g., tie
strength models by Onnela et al. (2007) and by Mattie et al. (2018) were excluded since they used call
log data and not social media data); should not just be
191
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Table 2: The major changes in the data access policy of Twitter and its impact on the tie strength related research.
Major changes to
Twitter data access policy

Introduction
Restrictive
structure

Introduction
New Terms
Service

When Overall Impact to data access

of
API

2011

of
of

2012

Introduction of
Premium API and
New API
restrictions

2018

• Twitter streaming API only provides a
certain small percentage of overall Twitter
live stream data.
• No free access to all the past tweets and
restriction on amount of data that can be
accessed from Twitter.
• New rules that favour only large
institutions or corporations to collect data.
• Restricting large scale data collection
(including Twitter metadata & historical
data) by apps through limited access tokens.
• Push for buying Twitter data officially.
• New Premium API resulting in reduced
access to free REST API & shutting
down all data re-sellers.
• Data access (REST API) limited to 7 days.
• Individual approval for all apps.

a minor modification of an older tie strength model
(e.g., the tie strength model by Fogues et al. (2018)
was excluded as it was just a minor modification
of Gilbert and Karahalios (2009) model; and other
studies had cited the tie strength model. Based on
these selection criteria, a total of four major social
tie strength models were identified from the webofscience database.
In the third phase, the identified major data access
policy changes of the social media platform of phase
one were used to study the impact of these data access
changes on the major social tie strength models identified in phase two. This allowed the third phase to
identify the major impacts the data access policy has
had on the tie strength calculation research based on
social media. This resulted in the creation of table 1
and table 2.

5

FINDINGS

In this section, the results are presented in the form
of two tables (see Table 1 and Table 2). The structure
of Table 1 and Table 2 are similar. The first column
of both the tables shows what caused a major change
in the data access policy of the social media platform.
The second column gives the year from when these
changes were introduced. The third column provides
the overall impact of these changes in the data access policy had to access data from this social media platform. The third column explains impacts to
data access related to what kind of data and metadata could be accessed or became inaccessible, the
volume of data that could be accessed, the period for
which data could be accessed and also the purpose for
192

Impact on tie strength calculation
• Significant restrictions to the volume
and time period for which the user data
could be accessed and collected.
• Streaming API reduced the volume and
general representation of live data which
could be collected for tie strength .
• Limited access tokens heavily restrict
speed, duration & volume of tie strength
related data collection from REST API.
• Limited or no access to historical
explicit relationship data & other tie
strength related predictors .
• Access to the longitudinal tie strength
related data was severely impacted as the
time window for collecting the historical
Twitter data was reduced to just 7 days.

which the data could be accessed from the social media platform. The final column of the tables explains
the specific impact these data access changes had on
the tie strength calculation using social media data. It
can be seen from Table 1 and Table 2 that the first major changes related to data access policy to Facebook
and Twitter happened in 2010 and 2011, respectively.
Facebook and Twitter introduced these changes, the
primary method of accessing the data from these social media platforms was not just limited to using the
API of the respective platforms.
From Table 1, it can be seen that the initial introduction of open graph API v1 made it very easy
to get access to large scale tie strength related data
including the explicit relationship data about Facebook Friends. This data has been used by all the tie
strength models based on social media data, which
were described in section 3.1. However, this access
to explicit relationship data about Facebook Friends
was practically removed with the introduction of open
graph API v2. The introduction of open graph API v3
has even made an access and the linking of the public
Facebook information about a user almost impossible. Thus, it can be seen that after the introduction
of these changes, it is not possible to directly use the
tie strength predictors which were used in social tie
strength models that were described in section 3.1.
From Table 2 it can be seen that when Twitter
introduced streaming API and revoked access to the
unlimited historical Twitter data which could be accessed by researchers, it massively reduced the ability of the researchers to get historical Twitter data.
There was a further decrease in the volume of data
that could be collected from Twitter with the introduction of a limited number of access tokens. For the
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tie strength model based on social media in general
and specifically the tie strength model developed by
Gilbert (2012), it was no longer possible to get access to some significant tie strength predictors like
the historical number of followers (explicit relationship data), direct messages and some other relevant
predictors. The access to explicit relationship data
is essential for the model by Gilbert as it relies on it
for accurate tie strength predictions. The introduction
of Premium API by Twitter has further reduced the
amount of longitudinal tie strength related data that
can be accessed.
Thus, it can be seen from Table 1 and Table 2 that
it is not possible to directly use the major social tie
strength models described in section 3.1 as the access
to explicit relationship data which is used by all these
tie strength models is no longer possible.

6

DISCUSSION AND
CONCLUSIONS

Based the analysis of this study regarding the major social media platforms’ data access policies and
major-related changes, it seems evident that there
have been a lot of significant changes specifically in
Facebook’s and Twitter’s data access. As seen in the
previous analysis, these changes are significantly impacting the social media based tie strength research
in general, as well as the usefulness and accuracy of
currently existing social tie strength models.
In more detail, first it can be seen from the previous analysis that all the current social tie strength
models rely heavily on using either explicit relationship data (e.g., friendship data) or private user
data (e.g., direct messages) or both from social media platforms. However, this kind of social media data is either no longer accessible (e.g., Facebook Friends, direct messages) or severely restricted
(e.g., follower/followee)from access from social media platforms.
Secondly, it can be observed that when some of
the initial social tie strength models were created
(e.g., Gilbert and Karahalios (2009)) there existed
many ways to legally collect social tie strength related data from social media platforms. However,
now, APIs are the only legitimate way of accessing
and collecting the data from social media platforms
(specifically Facebook and Twitter).
Third, researchers cannot access the historical, social media data (e.g., past five years daily Twitter follower count). The current social tie strength models
were built using a lot of historical longitudinal social
media data. This historical data allowed a more in-

depth and accurate tie strength evaluation and calculation, which is no longer possible with the current
data access policies of the social media platforms.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study
that analyses how the changes in the data access policies of the social media platforms have impacted the
usefulness and application of the existing social tie
strength models.

6.1 Implications to Research
The results of this study have some important implications for the research and researchers of tie strength.
First, overall, the relatively recent changes in major
social media platforms’ policies mean that in the case
of all the currently existing social tie strength models, it is impossible to use these models directly, as
such, for accurate tie strength prediction and evaluation. This is because all these social tie strength models rely on explicit relationship data and private data
from social media, which is no longer accessible.
Second, we are aware that many factors like regulations (such as GDPR), platform business model
changes and experiments, public exposure of unethical use of social media data can quickly and sometimes even quite unexpectedly impact the data access
policy decisions of social media platforms. However,
based on table 1 and table 2, we can see that there
is a long-term trend related to particularly limiting or
removing the access to explicit relationship data and
metadata from social media. We find that tie strength
researchers should be prepared to even further significant changes in data policies, which are impacting
tie strength research. Tie strength researchers should
make themselves quite aware of the risks of such potential changes to their tie strength research.
Third, there is a strong need to shift focus in tie
strength research to such approaches that can enable
the use of currently available data sources and data
items. Tie strength researchers should focus more
on using methods that are mainly or solely based on
available social media discussions and content. For
example, instead of explicit relationship social media
data, researchers can use implicitly deduced ties (see
e.g., Gupta et al. (2016)) for developing new social tie
strength models.
Fourth, tie strength researchers should look at the
existing wide variety and different kind of theoretical
approaches and other approaches that have been used
in other research areas or with other kinds of social
data (e.g., Mattie et al. (2018))and may be suitable for
social tie strength research. For example, such methods could include different kinds of existing and recently built triadic closure models (see Huang et al.
193
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(2015)) that help to make use of implicitly deduced
or predicted and potential social ties.
Finally, researchers should try to identify new legal, sustainable, and innovative ways to access social
media data. These include buying social media data,
collaboration with other researchers in gaining necessary social media data, and also combining additional data and other data sets to existing social media
data. For example, making better use of location and
co-location data and combining it with existing social
media data to make new social tie strength models.

6.2

Limitations and Future Research

This study has certain limitations. Firstly, this study
only focused on analyzing the changes to data access policy of two social media platform - Facebook
and Twitter and not the other social media platforms.
Secondly, this study did not explain the exact technical details of the limitations introduced by the different social media API versions(e.g., exact rate limits,
exact accessibility of different data items). Finally,
this study did not analyze how the new social media
platform feature changes (e.g., increase in the Tweet
length from 140 to 280 characters) can impact the current social tie strength models.
This study leaves room for future studies. First,
in the future, a similar study could be done for some
other popular social media platforms Second, a study
about how the current social tie strength models are
adapted to the current data access situation. Finally,
do new studies to develop tie strength models which
can deduce social relationships(implicit relationship)
using just publicly available social media comments
and discussions.
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